Clear Fused Silica
for Semiconductor Manufacturing

Semiconductor Deposition Process

Semiconductor Etching Process

The thin film deposition of different materials is one of
the most critical steps in the manufacturing process of
semiconductor devices. The on-going integration into
the third dimension is presenting new and increasingly
challenging requirements to the deposition processes.
Especially uniformity over the full wafer area and the
capability to deposit material uniformly on 3D structures
in the nanometer scale are key drivers for new developments and requirements within the semiconductor
manufacturing equipment.

Besides lithography and deposition processes, one
of the most critical processes in the semiconductor
manufacturing chain is the etching process. For the ongoing 3D integration of more and more semiconductor
devices, especially DRAM and NAND Flash, plasma
etching processes is the turnkey process to enable
higher integration density and shrinking feature sizes.
High aspect ratios between the lateral dimensions of the
etch structure and the etch depth are required for leading edge processes.

Epitaxy

Batch Processing

Plasma Etching

A very special case of a deposition process is the socalled epitaxial deposition, or simply Epitaxy. This process is designed to deposit material onto a single-crystal
template, growing as a single crystal layer. One of the
first steps in the manufacturing chain of semiconductor devices is the deposition of epitaxial silicon onto the
blank silicon wafer. This is done in an epitaxy process.
Very often these processes are run with only one wafer
being processed at a time (i.e. Single Wafer Processing)
or in small numbers (i.e. Multi-wafer or Mini-batch).

For processes requiring long runtimes, it is desirable to
process more than one wafer at the same time. This is
called batch processing. Typically processes from the
area of chemical vapor deposition can be used in batch
processing, including PECVD, ALD or PEALD.
Batch deposition processes are typically done inside
vertical or horizontal tube furnaces. Wafers are loaded inside so-called wafer boats into the batch furnace
system. Such systems can handle 100 to 160, in some
cases even more wafers in one process run.

For single wafer plasma etching processes the requirements can be versatile, but especially uniformity over
the full wafer area is a critical point to influence the
product yield for the semiconductor chip manufacturer.
The ability to etch one material selective in all directions
(isotropic) and not only in one direction (anisotropic) is
becoming an important process requirement especially during the manufacturing of multi layer NAND flash
devices.
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CVD Annealing

Standard

Natural Standard

TSC-3

HSQ 330

Plasma-enhanced CVD
(PE-CVD)

Medium

Natural Certified

HSQ 330 S

ALD + PE-ALD

Leading edge

HSQ-T

ALD + PE-ALD

Best of class
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Dielectric &
Conductor Etch

Medium

Legacy

TSC-3N

Dielectric &
Conductor Etch

Medium

Natural Standard

Natural Selected

TSC-4

Conductor Etch

Leading edge

Natural Low Aluminum

Synthetic Premium
(Virtually defect-free)

TSC-T

Conductor Etch

Best of class

Synthetic Premium
(Virtually defect-free)
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